Salted Virginia Peanuts
The famous "Home Cooked" Virginia Peanut! Crunchy, fresh and distinctive. One bite and you'll taste why these peanuts are our most popular selection.

1020 20 oz. $18
1040A 12 oz. $12

NEW ITEM!
NEW! Whit's Party Mix
Grab a handful and enjoy the flavorful blend of this sweet and spicy snack mix.
4090 10 oz. $20

Salt & Pepper Virginia Peanuts
Our famous "Home Cooked" Virginia Peanuts are dusted with gourmet sea salt and zesty ground black pepper for a unique taste that's full of flavor.
3004A 12 oz. $12

Honey Roasted Virginia Peanuts
Unlike others that use artificial flavors, our large Honey Roasted Virginia Peanuts are actually made with real honey, sweet sugar and a dash of salt.
3075A 12 oz. $12

Homemade Peanut Brittle
Our famous "Homemade" Peanut Brittle combines crunchy farm fresh Virginia peanuts with sweet, crunchy 'brittle' for a marriage made in heaven.
8035A 10 oz. $12

Milk Chocolatey Covered Peanut Clusters
We hand dip our "Home Cooked" Virginia Peanuts in a rich milk chocolatey coating to form a melt-in-your-mouth cluster.
8015A 10 oz. $12

Honey Cinnamon Almonds
Our large whole almonds are bathed in pure honey, then generously dusted with cinnamon and sugar.
4046B 13 oz. $20

Salted Jumbo Cashews
These crisp, crunchy jumbo cashews are extra large, plump, meaty and roasted to perfection to bring out their delicious flavor.
4035A 12 oz. $20

Hot Jalapeño Ranch Virginia Peanuts
Our spicy Jalapeño Ranch flavored Virginia Peanuts have just the right amount of heat and tangy flavor that has you craving for more.
7077A 12 oz. $12

Dark Chocolatey Covered Peanut Clusters
We hand dip our "Home Cooked" Virginia Peanuts in a rich dark chocolatey coating to form a melt-in-your-mouth cluster.
8085A 10 oz. $12

Dark Chocolatey Covered Almond Clusters
Lightly salted almonds coated in our rich dark chocolatey coating to create the perfect cluster.
8075A 10 oz. $18

The Whitley's Difference
Whitley's "Home-Cooked" peanuts have a wonderful, crunchy freshness and distinctive flavor because our peanuts are still made the old-fashioned way—hand cooked, slowly roasted to perfection. We choose only the highest quality, super extra-large Virginia peanuts which are hand selected for their size and freshness. Each batch is individually cooked with proven, traditional recipes to ensure the crisp, fresh flavor and unique taste for which our peanuts are famous.